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The InnovaTex is a new international event of the Lodz International Fair Ltd. directed to producers and purchasers of specialised textiles. The aim of the fair is to strengthen the co-operation and integration of science and business.

The scope of the Fair:
- Fibres and yarns
- Woven and knitted fabrics
- Nonwovens
- Achievements of research centres, specialist units and universities
- Technologies, machines, equipment and production accessories
- Scientific, technical and economical specialistic publications.

The InnovaTex Conference is organised in 2013 under the motto ‘Fill your world with Textiles’. It will be a platform of experience exchange for representatives of science and producers & users, as well as, nucleus of creating new research ideas for interdisciplinary areas of science.

The following sessions are provided
- Session I – MEDTEX – protection of humans’ daily life, improving life comfort: medical and sanitary textiles, textiles devoted to rehabilitation and recreation
- Session II – PROETEX – protection of life and health in working environment: textile products for individual protection, textiles for protection the working environment
- Session III – BUDTEX – a healthy house: textiles for building engineering, hometextiles, furnishing
- Session IV – GEOTTEX – safe transport: textile upholstery for means of transport, geotextiles, textiles for road protection
- Session V – AGROTEXT – healthy food, water and air: textiles for plants and animals protection, textiles for protection of natural environment.

For more information please contact:
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